Data Sheet

Introducing eG Enterprise 6.1
The Most Advanced Performance Monitoring and Diagnosis Solution
for the Citrix-Driven Enterprise – Now Advancing Even Further

Total Performance Visibility

Citrix Performance Management Success:
Don’t Just Monitor, Prevent.
It’s not enough to simply fix performance issues. Your mission
is to prevent issues before they start. In a Citrix XenApp or
XenDesktop-driven enterprise, the user experience is the
foundation of effective operations, business success and
ultimately, profitability. Because the user experience is directly
impacted by other tiers in your infrastructure so often, a siloed
monitoring tool is not enough; you need more. Only one solution
allows you to instantly see exactly where issues are originating,
anywhere in your infrastructure, and how your users are being
affected: eG Enterprise. And in version 6.1, an expanded Citrixmonitoring toolset makes your job easier than ever before.

Expanding 3-D Monitoring Power for Top Citrix Performance
eG Enterprise offers Citrix-driven IT organizations the benefit of the industry’s only
3-dimensional performance monitoring coverage: Reach across every – tier, network,
storage, virtualization, Citrix, Windows and more; Depth of coverage – putting the
metrics that matter at your fingertips; and, Speed to resolution – helping you to detect
and fix issues in minutes, instead of hours.
The new 6.1 release of eG Enterprise emphasizes eG Innovations’ commitment to providing the most
effective and scalable Citrix monitoring solution in the industry, enabling organizations to deliver great
end-user experience, efficient IT growth and maximum return from every IT investment. eG Enterprise
6.1 completely fills the well-documented monitoring gaps for Citrix XenApp/XenDesktop 7.x and
increases your ability to:
eG Enterprise 6.1 was the
exclusive performance
monitoring solution for
on-site physical and virtual
infrastructure systems
supporting Citrix Summit 2016

•
•
•
•
•

Gain faster insight into every Citrix end-user experience
Better analyze and improve shared GPU usage
Identify network issues across multiple locations and their impact on Citrix performance
Centralize the use of all Citrix management tools through a single, unified console
Easily generate reports to assess Citrix logon performance, printing performance, virtual machine
capacity planning/right-sizing, and pre- vs. post-migration performance comparisons

AT-A-GLANCE: WHAT’S NEW
Monitoring the Citrix User
Experience
Get direct insights into the Citrix
user experience during logon,
application launch, and more

Improved IT Right-Sizing
Capabilities
Use GPU data to optimize graphics
processing allocation and simplify VM
planning with a dedicated report

Simplify Critical Citrix Insight with
Expanded Reporting
Quickly generate key reports for
remediation and planning: logon, VM
capacity planning, migration and more

Enhanced Diagnostic Capabilities
Find answers faster with automated
diagnosis based on deeper Citrix
performance coverage

Stay Current with Citrix 7.x
Monitor new XA/XD 7.x capabilities
including Framehawk usage, session
pre-launch and lingering features

Full Leverage of Citrix Investment
Through NetScaler Insight and
Director integration, see all aspects of
Citrix performance in a single console
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Total Performance Visibility

eG Enterprise 6.1: New Features
Citrix 7.x-Ready
Built-in best practices for monitoring
Citrix XenApp/XenDesktop 7.x – get up
and running in minutes

Citrix User Experience Monitoring –
100% Logon Visibility
Step-by-step insight into all stages of the
logon process for every user session,
including authentication time, GPO
processing time, profile loading time
and other related metrics for complete
visibility and quick troubleshooting

Citrix User Experience Monitoring –
Application Launch Tracking
Launch-delay capture and automatic,
threshold-based alerts, plus complete
drill-down for detailed metrics

Citrix User Experience Monitoring –
Network Latency Reporting
Complete network latency tracking
for all connections to the Citrix farm –
either direct or through Citrix NetScaler,
all the way to user end-points

Citrix Logon Performance Report

GPU Monitoring for Hypervisors and Virtual Desktops
•
•
•
•

Now including NVIDIA K1 and K2 grids
GPU and GPU-impacting parameters tracked at the hypervisor level
vGPU and pass-through configurations monitored for virtual machines
vGPU utilization reported at the virtual desktop level

Citrix NetScaler Integration
•
•
•
•
•
•

Integration with both Web Insight and HDX Insight
Visibility into HDX-based desktop and application sessions handled by NetScalers
Visibility into application launches, bandwidth used, HDX roundtrip and more
Visibility into aggregate bandwidth usage by HDX virtual channels and applications
Detailed monitoring of each NetScaler user session
NetScaler integration, combined with Citrix Director integration, consolidates all
Citrix management and monitoring into a single, centralized console

Detailed network-level visibility into each user’s session.

New Pre-Built Reports
•
•
•
•

VM Capacity Planning Report – Automates analysis and provides ready-to-deploy virtual machine sizing recommendations
Migration Report – Instantly compare the performance of a server or application before and after migration
Citrix Printing Analysis Report – Quickly view all present and past printer-related problems across all servers
Enhanced User Logon Performance Report – Detailed views into every user login from a single report

Contact us today for more information and a free trial: sales@eginnovations.com / www.eginnovations.com

About eG Innovations
eG Innovations is dedicated to helping businesses across the globe transform IT service delivery into a competitive advantage
and a center for productivity, growth and profit. Many of the world’s largest businesses use eG Enterprise Universal Insight and
Correlative Intelligence technologies to enhance IT service performance, increase operational efficiency, ensure IT effectiveness
and deliver on the ROI promise of transformational IT investments across physical, virtual and cloud environments.
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